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SMOOTH JAZZ FOR THE HOLIDAYS

This year the seasonal tunes again will begin on the day after Thanksgiving, 
November 23, with one holiday instrumental per hour throughout that day.  We 
back it off a little on that weekend, but then gradually increase the amount of 
Christmas music until December 23.

Last year we featured 82 hours of all-holiday-music programming.  Following 
Christmas this January we polled the Online Music Panel.  20% of our sample 
felt that 82 hours was too much, while 13% felt it was too little.  So this year we 
will offer 69 hours of all holiday music.  Our holiday special, which we call A 
Smooth Jazz Christmas, should still be billed as “three days."  It will begin at 
6:00 AM ET on Sunday, December 23rd, and end at 3:00 AM ET the morning 
of December 26th (12:00 Midnight PT).   Our special Christmas programming is a
great local sales opportunity.  While other formats may worry about Christmas 
music tune-out, ours is a perfect fit, with the best holiday library anywhere.

Outside of this 69-hour special we’ll be playing 50% holiday music starting 
December 17. 
      
Just like last year, we will be on a normal clock during these 69 hours.  However
there will be no mandatory breaks, so you will have the option for lower local spot
loads.  The 2:30 which follows network commercial minute #3 will be 
covered with a 2½-minute Christmas instrumental, instead of the usual 
commercial material.

Therefore affiliates who clear two minutes an hour for JRN will be able to fill as 
little as one minute per hour locally (by just covering network minute #3).

Our three-minute affiliates can fill as little as no local time each hour, or else 
use the usual 2:30 break, which follows network minute #3.

We recommend limiting your spot load to these minimums as much as possible.  
To fill you can include weather and sponsor greetings.  If you need more 
inventory all the usual local option breaks will be available, and will be covered 
by holiday music.

Holiday liners:  During A Smooth Jazz Christmas affiliates should use the 
special return liners which were redone last year, along with the holiday sweep B 
liners. 
 



Certain of the holiday sweep B liners can be used beginning as early as 
Thanksgiving Day (see the scripts).  All of Group 1 (detailed in the scripts) can 
mixed with your usual B liners from December 1 through 22.  Then during A 
Smooth Jazz Christmas Groups 1 and 2 should be combined and should be the
only B liners you use.  

Affiliates who are new this year or have changed frequency will be receiving all 
these liners.  Please send us any specific liner requests as soon as possible.

WEATHER:  Are You Delivering?
 
The weather affects all of us, so it’s one of the most important services you can 

provide.  Local weather is something that listeners cannot get from 
XM, Sirius or out-of-market internet radio, which is to your advantage!  
Are you sending your listeners away to the local competition for their 
weather?  That’s almost all of them, since most people drive to work 
or school, shop, or spend time outdoors.

In our October 12 survey 23% of our Online Music Panel sample told us that 
they haven’t noticed any weather on their station.  9% are disappointed by 
that, and another 16% don’t hear the weather often enough.  Outdated weather 
forecasts have been noticed by 12% of the sample.  4% complained about the 
forecast being hard to understand.  



We recommend partnering with a local TV station to enlist the credibility of their 
meteorologists.  Or consider hiring a weather service.  We’ve heard 
one affiliate do this with great audio quality using mp3 delivery.  
Otherwise do your own weather.  We can provide weather handoffs 
for your station from all of our jocks.

79% of our sample want to hear weather on your station, and 62% want it at 
least once an hour.  Run weather in the same break each hour (we 
suggest the last break), with a second hourly forecast in morning drive. 
Make your station the one that listeners depend on.

More weather tips:  Deliver the forecast clearly, in simple language.  Don’t be 
unnecessarily negative.  And lead with the daypart -- “Today some 
sunshine with a high of 67” -- not “partly to mostly cloudy with a high in 
the mid to upper 60’s today.”  If you say “rain” or “snow,” omit “cloudy,” 
which would be redundant.  Rewrite wire copy, eliminating 
percentages, and don’t present the weather exactly the same way 
every time.  Unless you update your forecast hourly, rotate more than 
one version.  When time permits, tie the weather to appropriate 
outdoor activities, or even commuting or shopping.  A couple of hours 
before sunset be sure to get rid of those daytime highs and switch to 
the evening information!  And brand your weather, along with all your 
other service elements.  Deliver your station’s name with pride, clearly
and correctly.  Don’t rush it or “throw it away.”   

Yes, it is a job to keep weather updated on your station 24/7, and an even bigger 
one to do it right.  But weather affects everyone, it’s local, and more 
than ever, “local” is a huge asset -- even while using a network 
format.
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